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EUROZONE: MORE SIGNSEUROZONE: MORE SIGNSEUROZONE: MORE SIGNSEUROZONE: MORE SIGNS    OF STABILISATIONOF STABILISATIONOF STABILISATIONOF STABILISATION    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Eurozone economic sentiment indicator, November 
 
        Econ. Conf.Econ. Conf.Econ. Conf.Econ. Conf.    IndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrial    ConsumerConsumerConsumerConsumer    ServicesServicesServicesServices    Business Business Business Business ClimateClimateClimateClimate    
    
ActualActualActualActual        100.8100.8100.8100.8        ----4.34.34.34.3        ----11.611.611.611.6        4.44.44.44.4        0.180.180.180.18    
Previous 100.7  -5.1  -11.1  4.4  0.06 
Consensus 100.3  -5.4  -11.6  4.3  0.02 
Berenberg  100.2  -5.5  -11.6  4.3  - 
 
Sentiment improves to best since July.Sentiment improves to best since July.Sentiment improves to best since July.Sentiment improves to best since July. The European Commission’s comprehensive survey of Eurozone eco-
nomic sentiment beat consensus expectations for a resumed fall by improving a little in to 100.8 in November 
from 100.7. Rapidly improving Spain saw another gain in response to its painful reforms, with confidence rising 
to 104.2 from 103.3 driven by the services sector, which signals improving domestic demand. Reform laggard 
France also saw sentiment gain for the third consecutive month. At 98.1, the indicator does not point to a rosy 
outlook for France but sentiment does at least seem to be moving more in-line than the PMIs with the GDP figures 
that show France continuing to grow, albeit weakly. 
 
German confidence stabilising.German confidence stabilising.German confidence stabilising.German confidence stabilising. That might seem like an odd statement given that German confidence fell this 
month. But that is probably just statistical noise after October’s 0.6 point gain. At 103.7 the index is above the 
long-run average. Importantly, manufacturing confidence rose. And looking through the volatility, confidence has 
been pretty much stable after tumbling in August when tensions in Ukraine seriously escalated. In reaction to 
Putin’s thinly veiled aggression in Ukraine, Germany suddenly descended into virtual stagnation from May 2014 
onwards as businesses cut investment and inventories. That is the typical reaction to a confidence shock and the 
latest figures suggest growth remains weaker than earlier in the year. But the absence of further bad news has 
allowed German confidence to stabilise. Eurozone business confidence as a whole is gaining a little ground as 
some of the periphery countries continue to push ahead. With the Ifo and ZEW indices improving this month too, 
we may be able to look forward to German growth rebounding in the new year after stagnating in Q4, helping the 
Eurozone to do the same. 
 
Renzi has to keep pushing reforms.Renzi has to keep pushing reforms.Renzi has to keep pushing reforms.Renzi has to keep pushing reforms. Italy sank even further below average as consumer confidence tumbled to 
its lowest since February and services sentiment declined. The burst of optimism that followed Matteo Renzi’s 
elevation to power earlier this year has given way to the slow moving reality of Italian legislative life. Weaker 
consumer confidence may also be related to the pain for some that could follow labour market reforms along with 
some promised tax cuts not materialising. Sentiment is now at 95.9, below the 96.8 reading at the end of last year. 
Renzi’s success this week’s in pushing a key labour market reform through the lower house of parliament was a 
small step in the right direction. In contrast, other faster reforming economies are seeing much better readings. 
Reform star Spain has sentiment at 104.2, Greece is at 102.7 after another rise this month, while Portugal slipped 
to a still above average 102.3 (Portuguese sentiment was at 98.1 last December). The Greek index has risen 11.3 
points since last December. 
 
Forecast on track.Forecast on track.Forecast on track.Forecast on track. The Eurozone rough patch triggered by Putin’s aggression in Ukraine is not quite over yet. 
Fourth quarter Eurozone growth will probably be soft, but the signs of stabilisation and improvement are begin-
ning to show. Industrial confidence rose this month and overall confidence edged up. The Ifo and ZEW survey 
gains could presage more to come, though both have risen for just one month so we will need to see more in-
creases before we can be certain that the economy will really pick up speed again. But taken together, the recent 
set of data supports our outlook, which is for Eurozone growth to rebound to around trend by the middle of next 
year after stagnation in Q4. 
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Eurozone Economic Sentiment  

 
Index level NOV OCT SEP AUG JUL JUN 

Economic Conf. 100.8 100.7 99.9 100.6 102.2 102.1 

Industrial Conf. -4.3 -5.1 -5.5 -5.3 -3.8 -4.3 

Consumer Conf. -11.6 -11.1 -11.4 -10.0 -8.4 -7.5 

Services Conf. 4.4 4.4 3.2 3.1 3.6 4.4 

Business Climate  0.18 0.06 0.02 0.16 0.17 0.21 

 
Source: EU Commission 
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